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The classroom structure



• Does not have to be for every assignment
• Must not be seen as a punishment
• Must not be the mere accumulation of points
• Must show progress to expertise
• Must measure the relationship between memory and time
• Must be global



Possible assessment levels



Possible partial assessment tools

- Must focus on practice, study, review, analysis, synthesis, NOT memorization



Possible global assessment tools

- Must focus on practice, study, review, analysis, synthesis, NOT memorization



Global assessment per subject





The professor will:



Stressing the progress, experience and application, NOT the 
tedious memorization of facts



What will students retain for a lifetime?

But how does that relate to their lives? 



Sample and simple conversation and research starters from which an 
incredible wealth of information will come.



That, I believe, is our job. 



Through non-threatening assessment; it requires that we 
believe in our learners no matter what. 



Examples of non-threatening assessment:





Students Projects

French 1 Power Points:  https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=3HsKsTJ2jOQ

Chris Hamilton: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=7FIRtAcNG5w

Erika Mason: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=JOwXlgA5_Bc

Abbey Poole: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=567MoEiNFRg

Samantha Kirkland: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Y6RzvaFK12k&t=25s

Willy Dorcin: 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=fRGGHfRjUr8

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=4APt30dJmgI&t=235s

Dr. O’Neal’s British Literature:  

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=nRRKOjOqTNk

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=GPjPMNWk_X0
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For fun, let’s be savee (savvy), believe in:




	Experiential learning
	Academic rigor: when less in more
	“I hear and I forget, I see and I remember, I do and I understand.”
	“Tell me and I forget, teach me and I remember, involve me and I will learn.”
	- What if a student remembered only one thing from a class?��- How often do we, as professors, refer to one event or quote which has changed our lives?� 
	What this presentation is NOT about
	- Dumbing down education��- Making education more fun, game like��- increasing the use of technology, unless appropriate and necessary for the student project
	What it is about
	- Making learning natural and relevant to each learner; ��- Creating an environment with goals, tools and techniques to make the learning process similar to that of a child learning to walk or talk��- creating a different, non-routine classroom experience��- making sure that each individual student can function in his/Her major and other areas of studies when he/She has left the confines of the university�
	Desired END RESULTs
	�- confident to further their growth beyond the class and their college career through immediate and practical application�  �- able to demonstrate their acquired knowledge and to teach others, not perfect grades��- fluent in the subject-matter��- lifelong learners 
	Rationale 
	- ON THE JOB WE HAVE TO MAKE DECISIONS BASED ON EXPERIENCE; THE ABSTRACTIONS OF THE CLASSROOM ARE NOT ENOUGH��- EMPOWERMENT IN THE CLASSROOM LEADs TO SELF-INVOLVMENT, RESPONSIBILITY AND ACCOUNTABILITY FOR GOALS SET��- STUDENTS OFTEN DISCONNECT FROM MATERIAL WHICH SEEMS IRRELEVANT TO THEIR FUTURE (or present)��- STUDENTS NEED TO BE TRAINED FOR LIFE NOT JUST A VOCATION�
	- STUDENTS MUST NOT AND CANNOT BE FORCED to have an interest in any given subject; IT MUST BE UNCOVERED AND NURTURED. IT IS INSPIRED��- STUDENTS MUST BE ABLE TO UNDERSTAND WHY THEY HAVE TO STUDY CERTAIN SUBJECTS��- Students become completely invested in their education��- Learning may be incidental and informal
	General Aspects of experiential teaching/learning
	- Acquire skills (knowledge)��- Practice skills through integrations (understanding)�- apply skills (problem solving – concrete experimentation – inquiry)��- analyze (process and observe)��- Show their ability to use the newly acquired knowledge in different, new, unusual and challenging situations outside of their comfort zone (creation/synthesis/ conceptualization/construction)��- self-evaluate��- learn different things and arrive at different conclusions/results within a class group
	Slide Number 17
	- Gives More freedom and leads to more self-rigor��- Students lead, take initiative in their own learning��- global and interdisciplinary experience��- mimics life events/situations/investigation��- empowers students in curriculum design, choice of output/assessment format��- course is individual centered��- learning is accelerated and personal�
	- Focuses on individual student’s specific skills��- Places the students at ease��- let students engage: intellectually, creatively, emotionally, socially��- leads students to learn from: natural consequences, mistakes, successes��- allows students  to innovate, create, explore, experiment and continue their learning on their own
	- Allows original or radical ideas, debate, risk taking and disagreement (even with the professor)��- leads to student resilience instead of giving up��- allows for continual and consistent student growth��- challenges intellectually; original and critical thinking��- relevant to each student individueally
	- Delivers more accurate assessment results��- Continues through their lives��- bridges the gap between theory and practice��
	Experiential classroom
	- brainstorming��- Debates��- Student led activities��- Theme for the class��- socratic��- create stories (storify) 
	Grading (assessment)
	1- �- Expert ( + / = / - )�- Advanced ( + / = / - )�- Proficient ( + / = / - )�- Intermediate ( + / = / - )�- novice ( + / = / - )�2- �- Exemplary�- exceeds expectations�- meets expectations�- below expectations���
	- Oral discussion�- paragraphs, essays, papers (with rubrics)�- In class written assignments (open book)�- proof by experimentation�- presentation of results to a group�- cooperative (group) tests, quizzes�
	- For each subject:��	- a capstone project��	- a portfolio (content decided with the professor)��	- a project connecting the subject to the 	student’s major��	- a defense of the project with all supporting 	materials�
	- Based on All classes within�	- a minor (18 hours)�	- a major (college career)�	- a language requirement (9-12 hours)�- may also be in foundation courses such as:�	- English (9 hours)�	- Old and New testament (6 hours)�	- all individual courses in Sciences, 	history and social perspectives
	Professor’s role
	- Set rules�- Be a cheerleader, guide and mentor through�	- individualized conferences�	- the establishment of a concrete vision with 	the student�- Be a source of information and tools�- delegate authority and responsibility�- match students with major targeted outcomes�- lead with compassionate rigor: positive reinforcer
	When less is more
	- A line from Plato�- A stanza from Dickinson�- A famous quip from Einstein�- a quote from Newton�- verses from the bible
	- Carpe diem�- Cogito ergo sum�- A little knowledge is a dangerous thing�- existence precedes essence�- To be or not to be…�- One must take care of one’s own garden� �	This list could go on for a long time
	- There is little need to memorize information when it can be found at the click of a mouse��- there is however a great need to train a brain to process, analyze, synthetize and put that information to good use
	Compassionate rigor
	- End of semester projects connected to the students’ passions, interests and major (video, Audio, etc.)��- in class quizzes in small groups or pairs��- essay questions with open book and access to legitimate resources��- grade savings account��- seminar style discussions ��- silly multiple choice quizzes as discussion starters. 
	Video samples
	Slide Number 38
	Student added value through education empowerment. 
	Yes, some students will still fail…

